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Exchange ofUML-Models with EIA/CDIF 
R. G. Flatscher 
Abteilung für Wirtschaftsinformatik, 
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, A-1090 Vienna, Austria 
Abstract: Exchanging UML model data among tools of different vendors will be done 
with the technological means developed for the EIA/CDIF interim Standards. This paper 
gives an overview about the development and present state of EWCDIF, the meta-
metamodel underlying all of CDIF's metamodels, the proposed mapping of the UML 
meta-metamodel to the CDIF meta-metamodel as well as the officially submitted proposal 
for a CDIF UML-metamodel. 
1 Introduction 
Rational's proposal to OMG's (Object Management Group) RFP (Request for 
Proposal) for OAD (Object Analysis and Design) contains a proposal to address 
the problem related to exchanging UML (Unified Modeling Language) model 
data among tools of different vendors. lt is proposed that EIA's (Electronic 
Industries Association) CDIF (CASE Data Interchange Format) interim standards 
are employed for this purpose. 
In order to be able to allow for such a vendor independent exchange format 
for UML model data, Rational proposed a CDIF-compliant metamodel which 
is upposed to allow for transferring all UML semantics in a systematic and 
standardized way. 1 
Where UML 1.1 has been officially adopted as an OMG standard on November 
14th, 1997, work is still ongoing in the area of exchanging UML models. 
2 EIA'S CASE Data Interchange Format 
In 1987 the "CASE Data Interchange Format" (CDIF) committee was founded 
within the American Electronic Industries Association (EIA) to create a set of 
standards allowing the interchange of model data among the CASE tools of 
(different) vendors. 
The CDIP committee approached its goal by systematically devising a meta-
metamodel first and thereafter defining metamodels according to tbe expressivenes 
layed out in its meta-m.etamodel. lt took until 1994 before the framework got 
stabilized in such a manner that CDIP metamodels representing the semantics ·of 
the different modeling methodologies could be finalized and presented as CDIF 
interim standards. 
1Cf. UML Interchange Fonnat (1997) and UML M3 (1997) as presented to OMG as part of 
the initial UML proposal in January 1997. 
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CDIFName abbrev. status 
Foundation FND standard 
Common CMM standard 
Data Modeling DMOD standard 
Data Flow Modeling DFM standard 
Presentation Location and Connectivity PLAC standard 
Data Definition DDEF final draft 
State Event Modeling STEV final draft 
Business Process Modeling BPM draft 
Computer Aided Control Systems Design CACSD draft 
Expression EXPR draft 
Object-Oriented Analysis and Design OOAD draft 
Physical (Object) Relational Database PORD draft 
Project Management Planning and Scheduling PMPS draft 
Table 1: The CDIF Metamodels. 
An overview of the CDIF architecture can be found on CDIF's website (cf. 
CDIF W3 (1997)), in Ernst (1997a) or in Flatscher (1996). The standardized 
CDIF metamodels as of the end of 1997 are given in Table 1. 
EIA/CDIF has been co-operating and working with a number of standardization 
bodies like OMG, ECMA TC33:PCTE, ISO IRDS, ANSI X3L8 (data repre-
sentation), ANSI X3H4 (open systems repository), IEEE Pl 175 (task force on 
professional computing tools). This work has been carried out with informal2 as 
well as formal co-operation. 
The most important work is doubtlessly the co-operation with ISO/IEC JTC1/-
SC7/WG11, which uses the EIA/CDIF interim standards to produce an intema-
tionalized ISO version ("ISO/CDIF") of it. 
2.1 The CDIF Meta-Metamodel 
From 1987 to 1991 the CDIF framework for exchanging CASE data independently 
of tool vendors had been developed, yielding the "Meta-Metamodel I'' set of 
standards for ensuring the interchangeability of CASE data for tools adhering 
to these interim standards. Basically, the meta-metamodel defined an extended 
entity-relationship modeling (EERM) language which allowed for specializing 
Meta-Entity-Types. 
While work started on defining metamodels for exchanging model data for dif-
ferent modeling methodologies3 it became clear that the meta-metamodel had 
2Usually informal co-operations exist in the form of CDIF members working on other standard 
bodies, thereby transferring their CDIF knowledge and interim standards with the knowledge of 
the EIA/CDIF committee. 
3 A set of concepts building a "CDIF Metamodel" for a certain modeling methodology like 
for state-/event-models is called a "Subject Area" in terms of CDIF. Although CDIF tries to 
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to be extended in order to add a viewing mechanism and the ability for Meta-
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Figure 1: The CDIF Meta-Metamodel. 
In 1994 another interim standard for the framework ("Meta-Metamodel II") 
was finalized which is depicted in Figure 14 and described in CDIF FRAME-
WORK (1994). As can be seen "MetaEntity" and "MetaRelationship" are spe-
cializations of the entity-type "AttributableMetaObject" which allows for assign-
ing "MetaAttribute"s. Due to the recursive relationship type "HasSubtype" on 
"AttributableMetaObject" specialization is enabled. Tue viewing mechanism is im-
plemented with the entity types "SubjectArea" and "CollectableMetaObject" and the 
relationship type "lsUsedln". 
The idea is that the set of all CDIF metamodels constitute the so-called "CDIF 
Integrated Metamodel" of which any Subject Area employs a subset. This way 
it became easier to insulate the different CDIF working groups from each other 
incorporate the most important variations of a subject area it may be possible that specializations 
exist which are not covered by a CDIF metamodel. For such situations a general extending 
mechanism has been defined, allowing the tool vendors to extend a CDIF metamodel for the 
purpose of a data exchange. 
4Rectangles depict entity types, arrowed lines relationship types and lines without arrows 
indicate the specialization hierarchy. Instantiable entity types are shown with rectangles with a 
grey background, abstract ones with a white background. If entity types have attributes defined, 
they are listed on a grey background right next to the appropriate rectangle. 
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while defining new metamodels. On the other hand it still has been possible to take 
advantage of existing definitions by simply incorporating them via an appropriate 
instantiation of the "lsUsedln" relationship type of the CDIF Meta-metamodel II. 
2.2 The Founding CDIF Metamodel 
As mentioned earlier CDIF metamodels represent the CDIF standardized concepts 
of different modeling methodologies like state/event, data definition, data flow, 
data modeling and the like. Metamodels conveying the semantics of a particular 
modeling methodology are called "Semantic Metamodels" by EIA/CDIF. 
There is one special CDIF metamodel which does not carry a modeling method-
ological meaning and exists for the sole purpose of initiating the CDIF meta-
modeling: "The Foundation Subject Area". This truly fundamental subject area 
defines the root of any CDIF-compliant metamodel definition and hence is the 











Figure 2: The Founding CDIF Metamodel "Foundation". 
Figure 2 depicts this very simple metamodel and as can be seen contains the con-
cepts "RootObject" (an instance of "AttributableMetaObject" and represented with a 
rectangle ), "RootEntity" ( an instance of "MetaEntity" and represented as a rectangle) 
and "lsRelatedTo"5 ( an instance of "MetaRelationship" and represented as a directed 
line ). Any meta-entity in a metamodel descends ultimately from "RootEntity", any 
meta-relationship from "lsRelatedTo" respectively. The definitions for this Subject 
Area can be found in CDIF FOUNDATION (1994). 
2.3 CDIF Transfer 
In CDIF SYNTAX.1 (1994) and CDIF ENCODING.1 (1994) the CDIF rules 
are set out which allow for a vendor independent exchange of model data by 
5Note that the fully qualified name of a relationship type is built by using the name of the 
meta-entity at the source end of the line, the name of the meta-relationship and the name of the 
target meta-entity at the end of the Iine indicated by the arrowhead. The constituting names are 
concatenated by a dot, hence the fully qualified name of the meta-relationship "lsRelatedTo" is 
"RootEntity. lsRelatedTo. RootEntity". 
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employing a batch transfer. Every such exchange needs to employ a metamodel 
descending from the "Foundation Subject Area';. 
For the purpose of a specific transfer a standardized CDIF subject area may be 
extended or even a totally proprietary metamodel may be devised as long as it 
ultimately ubclasses the founcling meta-entity "RootEntity" and meta-relationship 
"lsRelatedTo". An exporter is obliged to export all of its information and an 
importer must be able to import all model data of a CDIF transfer even concepts 
the importing tool does not understand ("maximum information transfer rule"). 
Only after a successful import may the importer discard those concepts it does 
not understand. · 
In the beginning of 1996 work started on defining a totally different means of 
making model data available for exchanging purposes which is documented in 
Ki(kendall ( 1996, 1997) and entitled "M1DDLEWARE. l ". This proposal became 
a CDIF interim standard in summer 1997 and allows for interrogating (federated) 
metamodel and model data via OMG's CORBA technology by defining all inter-
faces with OMG's "Interface Definition Language" (IDL, cf. Fiat eher (1997) for 
an overview). 
2.4 UML with EIA/CDIF 
Exchanging UML model data with the means of EINCDIF first demands a CDIF 
rnetamodel which encompasses all data definitions necessary to transport the 
semantics of all of UML's modeling concepts. This specific CDIF metamodel for 
UML is defined in the UML Interchange Format (1997). 
3 Concepts for Exchanging UML-Models with 
EIA/CDIF 
In order for UML users to understand the differences between the UML and 
CDIF on a methodological level, the meta-metamodels of both, UML and CDIF 
need to be compared. The meta-metamodels confine the expressfüility of meta-
models, hence their paramount importance. Once the concepts used for building 
metamodels are understood it becomes necessary to understand the concepts rep-
resented with metamodels themselves. lt can be noted that both, the UML meta-
metamodel6 as weil as the CDIF meta-metamodel can be depicted and interpreted 
as variations of extended entity-relationship models. 
lt has become customary to abbreviate the term "meta-metamodel" as M3, 
''metamodel" as M2 and "model" as MI, so these abbreviations are applied 
in the following text also.7 
6Toe UML meta-metamodel objects have no operations defined for them, although the meta-
objects MetaOperation and MetaParameter can be used for the UML metamodel. 
7Using these abbreviations one could restate that UML-CDIF-M2 is defined for exchanging 
Ml-data. 
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3.1 Aligning UML-M3 with CDIF-M3 
As was noted above EIA/CDIF started out by first defining a meta-metamodel 
which served as the conceptualization of the relevant meta-objects for building 
metamodels. Rational on the other hand seems to have devised the UML language 
as a large metamodel by incorporating all kind of different modeling-techniques 
and documenting/defining notations and semantics for them. The first publically 
available document of the UML meta-metamodel was part of the initial UML 
submission to OMG in UML M2 (1997) and aligning it with CDIF and MOF in 
UML M3 (1997). 8 
Table 29 displays the UML M3 concepts and their mappings to the CDIF M3 
objects. Where such a mapping was not possible "N/ N' has been used instead. 
lt becomes clear that the CDIF M3 at present does not provide the ability for 
defining members, roles, operations and parameters explicitly, hence these UML 













MetaConstraint Meta-Meta-Attribute "Constraints" on Metaübject 
Table 2: Comparing UML M3 Objects with EIA/CDIF's. 
The mapping of datatypes defined for UML to CDIF is depicted in Table 3. 10 
CDIF has more datatypes defined for its M3 than UML and it is possible to 
map all of UML's datatypes to CDIF. This mapping is straightforward except for 
UML's MetaDataType which can be represented with the meta-meta-attribute of 
CDIF's M3 object MetaAttribute. 
8It may be safe to assume that a meta-metamodel for UML was devised beforehand by Rational 
for the purpose of conceptualizing the data-model needed for systematically storing all gathered 
information with Rational's "Rose" tool. 
9Cf. UML M3 (1997), p. 3. 
IOCf. UML M3 (1997), p. 4. 
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UML-M3 CDIF-M3 
MetaDataType Meta-Meta-Attribute "DataType" on MetaAttribute 
MetaBoolean CDIF-Datatype "Boolean" 
MetaEnumeration CDIF-Datatype "Enumerated" 
MetaExpression CDIF-Datatype "Text" 
MetaMultiplicity CDIF-Datatype "String" 
MetaName CDIF-Datatype "Identifier" 
MetaNumber CDIF-Datatype "Float", CDIF-Datatype "Integer" 
MetaPoint CDIF-Datatype "Point" 
MetaString CDIF-Datatype "String" 
MetaTime CDIF-Datatype "Time", CDIF-Datatype "Date" 
MetaUninterpeted CDIF-Datatype "Text" 
Table 3: Aligning UML M3 Data Types with EIA/CDIF. 
3.2 The UML CDIF-Metamodel 
The UML CDIF-M2 is defined in UML Interchange Format (1997). The format 
of the definitions does not follow the style of CDIF interim standards, but nev-
ertheless attempts to define the UML concepts which are all shown in Table 4 
as briefly as possible. All UML-CDIF-M2 definitions ultimately descend from 
CDIF FOUNDATION (1994). 
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Table 4: UML Concepts Defined in the UML CDIF Metamodel. 
All UML aggregations and associations are expressed as CDIF Meta.Relation-
ships. Multiplicity is expressed with the minimum/maximum notation of CDIF 
Cardinalities and stored with the appropriate meta-attributes of MetaRelationship 
instances. 
The definitions of the UML CDIF M2 incorporates in addition a set of default 
values for UML CDIF meta-attributes. This way only those meta-attributes in a 
CDIF transfer need to be stated, which differ from these defaults. 11 
3.3 Aligning UML-M2 with CDIF-M2 
The UML CDIF M2 incorporates all modeling concepts found in UML. There-
fore only one metamodel was defined by the submittors of UML encompassing 
class diagramming to state-/transition-modeling. As can be seen from Table 1 
EIA/CDIF on the other hand has consistently partitioned its metamodels and 
has devised separate metamodels for different modeling techniques respectively 
methodologies it deemed important. Therefore. it may be also interesting and 
important for EIA/CDIF to analyze the UML CDIF M2 and align its concepts 
with its interim standard M2. 
UML-M2 CDIF-M2 
Action Action [STEV] 
ActionsSequence ActionDefinition [STEV] 
ActionState Action? [STEV] 
Association Relationship [DMOD] 
AssociationClass Relationship that contains Attributes [DMOD] 
AssociationEnd Role? [DMOD] 
Attribute Attribute [DMOD, STEV] 
Boolean BooleanDataType [DDEF] 
Classifier Definitionübject [DFM, DMOD, . .. ] 
CompositeState State referencing "StateDefinition" 
containing other States [STEV] 
Table 5 continued on next page ... 
11 From this it follows that in effect all meta-attributes for an UML CDIF transfer are mandatory. 






































ElementalType [BasicDataType [DDEF]] 
State [STEV] 
StateEventModel 
StringDataType [DDEF] [StringType] 
TimeDataType [DDEF] [TimeType] 
Transition [STEV] 
Text [CDIF-Datatype] 
Presentationlnformationübject [CMMN, PLAC] 
Table 5: Mapping ofUML M2 Concepts to EIA/CDIF's M2 Concepts. 
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Table 5 12 depicts the findings of Ernst (1997b). Information in square brackets 
was added by the author and contains hints to the CDIF M2 subject areas of 
which concepts are referred to. Where in doubt a question mark was appended 
to the CDIF MetaObject name or a reference to an ex.isting CDIF subject area was 
omitted. The mapping of the abbreviations to the CDIF subject areas whlcb get 
referred to in most square brackets can be found jn Figure 1. 
Should it become possible to partition the final UML CDIF metamodel such that 
the partitions may be covered by individual CDIF subject areas, UML model data 
could be transfen-ed to or impmted from non-UML tools. This way it would 
become possible to interchange rnodel data with legacy and specialized tools for 
which the entire UML CDIF M2 would be inadequate, in addition models created 
and maintained with legacy tools could be transferred into UML-aware tools. 
12Cf. Ernst (1997b), p. 6-7. 
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3.4 Summary and Lookout 
This paper introduced the reader first to EIA/CDIF, its meta-metamodel and 
foundation metamodel which serves as the core for the UML CDIF metamodel 
introduced with the initial submission of UML to OMG in January 1997. Unlike 
EIA/CDIF which attempted to partition the set of concepts and definitions into 
"subject areas" concentrating on a specific modeling teclmique or metbodology, 
the UML CDIF metamodel incorporates all of UML's modeling techniques into 
one large metamodel. 
The immediate consequence is that all tool providers, commercial as academic 
alike, need to know all <;oncepts ofUML in detail in order to successfully excbange 
e.g. just State-/fransition model data. Furthermore it becomes almost impossible 
to successfully transfer model data between tool which are not UML aware 13 
and ones which are. Therefore it would be beneficiary to research tbe possibility 
of retrofitting tbe UML CDIF metamodel definitions into the exfati:ng EIA/CDIF 
subject area definitions at least into the integrated EWCDIF metamodel. lt may 
be tbe case that existing EIA/CD1F definitions need to be extended so it becomes 
possible to cover UML semantics wbich are not part ofEIA/CDIF at the moment. 
Prelirninary work has started with EIA/CDIF to extend the EIA/CD1F meta-
metamodel in a backwardly compatible manner in order to incorporate concepts 
like role, operation or parameter explicitly into tbe meta-metamodel. 
Another initiative started early 1997 to unify the exchange of model data for a 
number of different standard bodies wh.ich have. been already formally or infor-
mally worked with EWCDIF. This work revolves around the UML CDIF M2 
proposal and took tbe fonn of an open co-operation of interested parties to carry 
tbe EIA/CDIF work further and to finally arrive at an official standard for exchang-
ing UML and MOF data in the process. 1n this context it is expected that OMG 
will issue a request for proposal for 1998 to solicit submissions for a "File-based 
Model lnterchange Facility" (FMIF) which builds on EINCDIF and serves as a 
standard exchanging mechanism with a planned final OMG vote at the beginning 
of 1999. 
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